
Trustree
Trustree connects businesses with

verified tree planting projects to restore
our planet



About
Trustree is a scalable open platform that allows forest projects
of any size, from around world, to measure, report, verify and

fund their projects with digital transparency.
 

The main goal of the Trustree platform is to give people
involved in forest planting projects the opportunity to attract

funding from all over the world, and potential investors to gain
confidence in the project through decentralization and triple

verification.
 



Verification

First. One of the
independent validators
checks the correctness

of the information
provided and writes a

small review of the
project

Second. the validator
needs to travel to

the project location
and, in addition to
the review, also

provides photo and
video files

Third. Trustree
team collects and

finalizes all the
data and makes a

decision on
project

verification



Target users

Project operators
Access digital MRV tools and
financing needed to protect

and scale your forest projects.

Validators
Ensure forests are thriving
by leveraging blockchain
technology and collective

expertise.

Funding partners
Directly support Trustree
development and forest
projects all around the

world.



Key features
Accessibility

We make sure all forestation
projects around the world, both

big and small, have access to our
digital platform.

Transparency
By recording all data and

transactions on the blockchain,
we achieve a level of

transparency never before seen in
the forestation industry.

Scale
Trustree fully decentralized, meaning

new solutions to address climate
change can be built quickly using

Trustree as the foundation.

Financing
Transparent, truthful and eligible

forestation projects can get access to
carbon financing when the MRV

process is successful.



Home page. All projects on the platform



Create new project page



Project page, with status, all info and
verification fields



Verification page



Smart contracts

 Main NFT contract (TRC-1155). Creation of an NFT
project, 3 stages of verification, project funding

 Trustree token contract ('TRT', TRC-20). The project
token is used to provide financing to the validators

and creators of the project



Thank you for your attention! 
You can test the platform on trustree.xyz


